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Gay and Lesbian Activists Alliance of Washington, DC 
2012 Questionnaire for D.C. Council Candidates 

 
Calvin Gurley your next WARD 4 Councilmember 2012  
 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY 
1. Yes, I would not vote in favor of the initiative to take back civil marriage rights.  We cannot 
oppose the initiative or the initiative process because this country and city is a Democracy. This 
same initiative process can be the very same mechanism use to get civil marriage rights back on 
the books.  
 
What is needed is to have the Council demand that the Congress stay out of this city’s right to 
pass it laws; and upon that basis the Council must be successful to have the Congress withdraw 
from any action for or against civil marriage rights in the District.  
 
And anyone of the candidates who answer otherwise doesn’t know much about the function of 
referendums and initiatives.  D.C. would be shooting itself in the foot to oppose any initiative 
process which has been used to bring medical marijuana into the city and offer clean needle 
exchange by way of public demand. 
 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
2. If other Directors of minority constituent offices have the authority to issue competitive grants 
then there should no reason why this should not be allowed for the Directors of the Office of 
GLBT Affairs and the Office of African Affairs.   Yes, I will support legislation; not 
withstanding any additional information. 
 
3. Yes, I will defend the recently passed medical marijuana law. 
 
4.  As an Auditor, I must first examine and investigate the Administration’s goals and objectives, 
their staffing and need assessments.  I must review their propose budget in the past and then 
make my findings and recommendations. 
 
HIV Prevention 
There has been a long delay in the District alerting the public of an epidemic of HIV for the last 
10 years.  I would use both print and Television media to do an all-out prevention campaign to 
alert all residents to this epidemic, also to warn residents to always use safe sex and remind 
residents that there are vindictive individuals out in the public. 
 
HIV/AIDS Surveillance  
Prevalence vs. Incidence 
The prevalence of HIV/AIDS includes all people living with HIV and AIDS, regardless of when 
they acquired their infection. The prevalence is expressed as a percentage of the population at a 
point in time. 
HIV incidence is the number of new HIV infections in a specific population during a specific 
time period. It is important to remember that a new HIV diagnosis does not necessarily mean a 
new infection. Many people only find out they are infected years after their initial infection. 
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Why is the incidence of HIV important? 
With more HIV tests being performed each year, an observed increase in HIV diagnoses may no 
longer indicate that there may have been an increase in the number of new HIV infections over 
the same period.  Taken from Web-site on Surveillance. 

I as your next Ward 4 Councilmember would support an immediate campaign [greater than any 
ongoing media campaign] to get the word out; to be safe, to be careful and to be tested. 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND JUDICIARY 
 
5.  Certainly, I will request increased oversight of the Police Department’s reported crime 
statistics and the correct categorization of hate crimes and transgender-related hate crime data. 
The more the District reports these crime figures to the public the more the public will 
acknowledge the existence of a large transgender population that is under attack; and a need for 
their support and understanding. 
 
6. Yes, this is definitely training that is a must. Our current police department must update 
themselves with the latest training and counseling [for some officers] to address the LGBT 
culture.  Too many times, without the necessary LGBT training, officers limited knowledge and 
prejudices are exhibited in the mishandling of LGBT domestic calls or hate crimes. 
 
7. Too be fair to all residents [those whose neighborhoods are affected-if this is the case] both 
sides have to be heard, reviewed and evaluated.  However, we [the District] must acknowledge 
that there has always been a market for solicitation throughout the entire city. Yes, some may be 
appalled at the young age of some, other might lend their religious views but the city must offer 
some acceptable conclusion.  We as a city must study other municipalities’ treatment of this 
profession and evaluate if such public tolerance and organized method can be operated here in 
the city.  I make for example Paris, France. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
 
8. Yes, I do agree that civil rights law enforcement experience would be a qualifier for the 
position. However, to what point of view do you push your question? 
 
YOUTH AND SENIORS 
 
9. Openly, I do not support the Congressional voucher program that have reduce attendance in 
community area schools and have caused our many schools to lie in decay due to slum lord 
conditions brought-on by the DCPS.  Wherever Federal or District funds go, DCHRA should 
also be attached to that funding. 
 
10. I will support District taxpayer fund to promote “abstinence until marriage” for our youth. 
Too many young ladies are forfeiting a more self-gratifying life by mistakenly taking on the 
responsibility to raise a child at their early ages – just to have grandparents caring for the child. 
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YOUTH AND SENIORS 
10. Con’t. 
Do you remember during the Clinton Administration a HIV/AIDS epidemic was rampart among 
our children and the U.S. Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders recommended “masturbation” should 
be an alternative to physical sex – if one cannot control themselves.  There has to be an outlet or 
an alternative to this emerging behavior of sex that is bombarded everywhere in the media and 
fully exposed to our children. 
 
I first must review the sex education program and its objectives and goals – also reading the 
provided material.  However, if the sex education program is indeed conflicting safer-sex 
programs then immediate attention and remedy will be performed by my council office. 
 
11. I do not know [off-the-bat] that I can or will commit to immediate subsidizing of local funds 
to replace Federal funding denials of benefits.  I will bring attention and act to have the Federal 
Government reconsider funding where it denies it for same sex partners –in this particular case. 
 
CONSUMERS AND BUSINESS 
12. YES, I support that any adult-oriented entertainment business should have the right to 
establish a business in any locale in the District. In some areas, it might requirement discreetness 
but this should be a small limitation that could be tolerated by the upcoming business owner. 
 
13. I don’t know if legislation can or will be able to provide a remedy to this sort problem of 
harassment or extortion of bars and restaurants. I believe this is more of a “due process” 
application; where by complaints should be vetted [for validity] before brought to a hearing. 
 
But in my limited understanding [with what was offered in the questionnaire booklet] the owner 
should have the right to fair representation equal to that of the opposing party; this would include 
the owner presenting numerous witnesses other than his or herself. 
 
14. I will address those residents with alternatives to give immediate assistance to their current 
situation of homelessness and involved them in social programs that will assist them to become a 
member of the working society.  But, as we well know, each person has a different case of their 
own…to which a one size fit all answer is irrelevant. Each resident in this case must be 
addressed separately and individually to get to the core of the matter in which they find 
themselves in.  
 
Calvin Gurley your next Ward 4 Councilmember 2012 
   The Change We Need….. 
      The Voice We Deserve!!! 
 
 
 


